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Ann Rule's NY Times bestselling shocking true crime account of the destructive forces that drove
Diane Downs, a lovely young mother, to shoot her three small children in cold bloodstream.A
dedicated district attorney, haunted by this question, searched for the destructive forces that
seemed to possess this beautiful young mom and uncovered a chronology of incest,
psychological wounding, desperate affairs, and surrogate motherhood.Somebody simply shot
my kids!As police searched for the  Diane Downs brought her car to a halt before a Springfield,
Oregon, medical center, her three gravely wounded children beside her.Ann Rule's gripping,
powerful, and ultimately terrifying true tale of enthusiasm and murder will keep you in thrall
since it plumbs the unimagined depths of darkness concealed withing a individual.”“shaggy-
haired stranger” Diane accused of shooting 8-year-aged Christie, 7-year-older Cheryl, and 3-year-
old Danny in frosty blood, a suspicion grew that was a lot more horrifying than the criminal
offense itself: Did Diane shoot her own children?“ Thus starts the tale of a truly unthinkable
crime that shattered the tranquility of a tight-knit community.
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A classic! "Small Sacrifices" was written more than twenty years back and it remains one of the
greatest true crime stories of all time. Ann Rule is a first class writer. She actually is therefore
well known for her true crime books that it is easy to ignore that her writing- her writing style- is
quite fine indeed, full of elegant descriptions of the Pacific northwest that she understands
therefore well, extraordinary insights of the players on her behalf stage and seriously flavored
with almost unbearable suspense. Not only did she damage the lives of three innocent children,
but she tried to break up several marriages as well..Diane Downs shot all three of her children in
the car and then dawdled along on the way to the hospital, giving the children period to die.. The
book includes actual photos of a few of the police employees involved and in addition includes
real photos of the kids, their mother, and of the crime scene. She hovered "as tentatively as a
butterfly's wings" at death's door before the team of frantically operating doctors brought her
back from the abyss. Little Danny at only three years old was shot in the backbone and you will
be paralyzed forever from the waist down, but the heroic efforts of the doctors preserved his
lifestyle.Rule delves deeply into the psyche of Diane Downs. Diane shot herself in the arm after
capturing Cheryl, seven, Christie, eight, and Danny, three, at point blank range. Of course the
invented tale made no sense at all. She can explain how Diane at one point along with the people
in the courtroom was hearing "Hungry Such as a Wolf" the track that had been playing in her car
when Diane shot her children.Diane wished to get rid of the kids because her married boyfriend
Lew didn't want kids. The children, of course, are the "small sacrifices". Rule, essential for all true
criminal offense fans. As always, Guideline is a hands-on article writer and she sat maybe two
foot from Diane during much of the trial. Why would a gunman shoot three small kids and not
destroy Diane who could identify him? Diane sat there beside her lawyer, merrily snapping her
fingers and juggling her leg with time to the music, evidently oblivious she was on trial for
murder.While her litttle lady, Christie, who barely survived being shot in the chest twice, was on
the witness stand the courtroom was eerily silent, hushed, almost frozen with horror. I read it in
a day and a fifty percent. Such an engaging writer and I've burst out laughing therefore often at
how sarcastically she writes concerning this nut-job Dianne Downs. Guideline described Diane's
strange yellowish or green eye and her inappropriate laughter. RIP Ann Rule!Diane concocted a
story of a bushy haired guy who also suddenly appeared in the street before her car and
demanded the automobile, then shot all 3 children, an account that did not convince the
authorities assigned to her case. I've read many books on moms who destroy, but this story
chills me to the bone. Small Sacrifices by Writer Ann Rule Truly an excellent read for those who
want in true crime. Diane is considered to have three serious personality disorders: narcissism,
histrionic disorder and she's a sociopath. In order to arrive to a summary to the issue, the reader
will be provided a mental profile of the Killer herself. She cares absolutely nothing about
anybody, and her obsession with Lew, the married guy she shot her kids for, is just that: an
obsession. This book fits the costs. This one will not download on my actual Fire tablet, yet it'll
download on a Samsung through the kindle app. The only love she is capable of is normally for
herself and she has no conscience. Like all sociopaths, she's an achieved liar. There is hope for
an insane person, but the sociopath won't change.Ann Rule keeps you reading her page -turner,
gasping at the horror and you may even shed a tear or two over those kids, wounded so long ago
by their own mom. The evil in Diane is definitely balanced by the good of people mixed up in
case: the doctors who struggled to save the childrens' lives, the detectives who labored on the
case, the Slaven family who cared for the children through the trial, and specifically the
prosecuting lawyer, Fred Hugi, who followed Christie and Danny after Diane was convicted and
sent to jail, brought them up with like and delivered them to university. My degree is in



Criminology, and I am generally on the hunt for a good true criminal offense read. I've yet to
read a genuine crime book where the criminal was not somehow abused as a kid. It saddens me
that is still a concern, despite the fact I brought it to Amazons attention over per month ago. A
clear shell. He bears the mark of Cain which will brand him forever. You could almost say that
the tattoo of a rose Diane is wearing her shoulder may be the tag of Cain. I'd certainly
recommend this to anyone who enjoys accurate crime. There is something incredibly discordant
about Diane Downs.! My first Ann Rule book, but won’t be my last! Up there on the witness stand
she struggled with her feelings and virtually everyone in the courtroom except Diane was in
tears. Just what a good article that chick was!!! Lol. If you want True Crime, that is a must go
through. I remember the story when it happened and I noticed the Farrah Fawcett movie back in
1989, which means this book was really interesting. Riveting true crime story I actually read this
book on my iPhone during my morning commute using the Kindle app! The tale of a horrific
criminal offense committed by a deluded, histrionic narcissist personality referred to as Diane
Downs, a female who shot her 3 young children (one passed away, two had been paralyzed) in
the 1980s, purportedly so she could hold onto her wedded "boyfriend" at the time (or so she ir-
rationalized). Another gem of compulsively readable nonfiction from Ann Guideline, which,
somehow, I hadn't read when it had been published. In my opinion, rotting in prison is definitely
too good for this woman. I love getting inside the brain of a twisted criminal and Rule will not
disappoint. In the reserve, I discovered that Diane Downs was sexually molested by her father,
beginning at age 12. Danny, although in a wheelchair, is a cheerful, successful computer
whiz).THE WRITER, Ann Rule, is a genuine professional when it comes to authoring true crime.
This reserve is as good as "A Stranger Beside Me," Rule's great publication about Ted Bundy. But
many kids who are abused do not become killers.why was the crime committed?. Her litttle lady
Cheryl died at almost once, "death therefore close behind her it could whisper in her ear" while
Christie and Danny had been heroically preserved by the medical personnel at the hospital crisis
ward, but both kids were severely handicapped..this by their own mother.. The abuse by no
means excuses her actions, nonetheless it explains a lot about her behavior. Much like most of
her books, this reserve delves into the actual Killer's psyche. 5 Stars The best Ann Rule book!
Without entering too much detail, this story problems the murder and attempted murder of
three small children. Photos aren't graphic... Page Turner - cannot put this reserve down.... The
publication is just as topical today since it was when it was created, and the tragic saga of one
woman's unspeakable crime will forever tear at the reader's heartstrings.. This accurate crime
story occurs in the fantastic Northwest (Oregon). Like her soul mates Ted Bundy, she actually is
usually on stage and the center of that stage. Christie was so traumatized she sustained a stroke
even though she was only 8 years old.. Excellent This is the first Ann Rule book I've read and it
had been excellent! The little lady got one paralyzed arm and her speech was halting but she
called her own mother as the shooter and the killer of her little sister. Her writing is simple to
read (with the exception of the repeated use of the word "fecund" that i had to research - just
say fertile!). She actually is very clear and thorough and you certainly feel like you have there
been. Diane Downs is a mentally ill, narcissist who's wherever she belongs. Excellent true crime
writer. Enthralling...This book describes the crime at length along with the follow-up police
investigation and criminal trial outcome. So good Ann dives head 1st into this heart breaking
story of a mom who dedicated the most heinous criminal offense any mom possibly could..
Amazing, well-written book, but not for the faint of center. That is my first Ann Rule book, and it'll
not be my last. (Christie is currently married and includes a baby boy of her personal. Diane
believes that folks exist to serve her without her offering anything in exchange.Diane Downs is a



narcissist and a sociopath, a dangerous combination that devastates and destroys those around
her. Diane experienced lamented over her unhappy childhood and abuse by her dad. As a
mother, if some of my kids were attacked or seriously hurt/close to death you better believe that
I would be completely hysterical and beside myself.If you consider the photos of this woman you
will see the cold, empty eyes of a monster which has no conscience, her thin lips constantly
pulled back to a smug half smile/snarl. The research necessary to pen "Small Sacrifices," which
took three years to write, was staggering. It was also converted to a film, where Farrah Fawcett
performed a chilling Diane Downs. If she actually is ever parolled, it could be an outrage.. Anne
Rule Delivers This book is a darn good crime story. In the hands of qualified Ms. A year following
the capturing Diane was finally indicted and brought to trial. Among her best! However, out of
the three I've purchased recently, only 1 will actually download. We'll written, very detailed.. Sick
and twisted So Sick and Twisted I could barely stand it So-so Not Ann's best work Fast read A
good, trashy go through, inconsistencies were really difficult to ignore. The issue is, and will
always remain, why?. Will not download on my Tablet. I have an Amazon fire tablet, and I have
already been buying kindle books for a long time. Good go through if you like true crimes. She is
and was a clear shell devoid of sympathy, empathy and like.Diane, Rule emphasizes, is not
insane just because a psychosis (insanity) can be treated by therapy and medication and can be
reversed.
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